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ABSTRACT
Context-sensing for context-aware HCI challenges the
traditional sensor fusion methods with dynamic sensor
configuration and measurement requirements commensurate with
human perception. The Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence has
uncertainty management and inference mechanisms analogous to
our human reasoning process. Our Sensor Fusion for Contextaware Computing Project aims to build a generalizable sensor
fusion architecture in a systematic way. This naturally leads us to
choose the Dempster-Shafer approach as our first sensor fusion
implementation algorithm. This paper discusses the relationship
between Dempster-Shafer theory and the classical Bayesian
method, describes our sensor fusion research work using
Dempster-Shafer theory in comparison with the weighted sum of
probability method. The experimental approach is to track a user’s
focus of attention from multiple cues. Our experiments show
promising, thought-provoking results encouraging further
research.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ultimate goal of context-aware computing is to have
computers understand our real physical world. We envisage
“smart environments”, where human-computer-interactions
(HCI) feel natural, as if we were communicating with human
assistants or service personnel. This seems an impossible task
today, as it faces a two-fold challenge (1) how properly to
represent our colorful world, with its abstract concepts and
unpredictable human feelings, in a computer understandable
way, and (2) how to design and deploy sensors that can sense
all the clues and content and map them into the context
representation.
Researchers in the context-aware computing community
are now challenging this seemingly insurmountable task,
starting with simple context information, such as a user’s
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location. The argument we offer is that (1) although a user’s
situational context may include complex information, we can
always try to decompose the hard-to-explain complex
information contents into simpler and less abstract
information pieces; (2) among various relevant information
sources about a user’s activities and intentions and the
current environment, some pieces of information (such as
location and user identification) have already been
demonstrated (see background research of [1][2]) to be both
useful and not too difficult to implement.
A user’s context content may include various aspects of
relevant information; meanwhile, different sensors have
different measurement targets, different resolutions and
accuracies, and different data rates and formats. Thus, the
mapping from sensors’ output to context information can be
extremely complicated. Generalized solution do not exist,
and systematic research to asymptotically approach it has
hardly begun yet. Our research aims to push forward in this
direction. Our current work mainly deals with intermediate
and higher level symbolic or modality fusion vs. lower-level
signal processing.
In this paper, we deal with simplified situations where we
assume that the context information can be represented by
discrete symbols or numbers, and the mapping from sensor
output data to the context representation data structure is well
defined. Specifically, our starting point is that the sensors we
will use can generate context information fragments that
comply with our context representation specifications. They
report both context information and the corresponding
confidence estimations. However, sensor outputs often have
overlaps and conflicts, sensors are highly distributed, and
sensor configuration is very dynamic (sensors come and go,
sensors’ performance varies all the time). Our goal is to build
a system framework that manages information overlap and
resolves conflicts. This system provides generalizable
architectural support that facilitates sensor fusion, i.e., the
sensor-to-context mapping process.
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Our approach to achieve this goal is to use layered and
modularized system design, in which the sensed context
information is separated from the sensors’ realization, and the
sensor fusion process is analogous to the human perception
and reasoning processes. Using the Dempster-Shafer theory
of evidence algorithm as our baseline sensor fusion approach
reflects this analogy.

2. CONTEXT SENSING APPROACH
2.1. Sensor fusion architecture
The sensor fusion system architecture is illustrated in
Figure 1. Such a system usually has one central context data
repository for each major entity (e.g., a user, a conference
room, etc.) to collect all the relevant context information
about that entity. A context data repository usually collects
several aspects of context information, each aspect of context
information has its own “Sensor Fusion Mediator” to collect
that kind of context information. Finally, a Sensor Fusion
Mediator is responsible for collecting and monitoring the
status of its corresponding sensors.
Applications
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Figure 1. System architecture for sensor fusion of context-aware
computing

The interaction between sensors and the system is through
each sensor’s “Interface Widget”. An Interface Widget
collects the sensor raw output data and translates it into
context information templates defined in the context
representation data structure. All the sensed context
information will include a pair of numbers that indicate this
sensed message’s confidence interval; and for the items with
dynamic content, there will be a time stamp to indicate when
this information was updated. For example, an individual
speaker user-identification sensor might decide that the
current speaker is user-A with confidence interval of [0.5,
0.7], or else be user-B with confidence interval of [0.3, 0.5].
It will then report through its Interface Widget in the format:
Context.Location[room-NSH-A417].People = {
{name=user-A, confidence=[0.5,0.7],
proximity=inside, background=Background[user-A],

…, time=update-time}, (OR)
{name=user-B, confidence=[0.3,0.5],
proximity=inside, background=Background[user-B],
…, time=update-time}, …}

2.2. Dempster-Shafer sensor fusion algorithm
The Bayesian theory is the canonical method for statistical
inference problems. The Dempster-Shafer decision theory is
considered a generalized Bayesian theory. It allows
distributing support for proposition (e.g., this is user A) not
only to a proposition itself but also to the union of
propositions that include it (e.g., “this is likely either user A
or user B”). In a Dempster-Shafer reasoning system, all
possible mutually exclusive context facts (or events) of the
same kind are enumerated in “the frame of discernment Θ”.
For example, if we know that there is person in an
instrumented room, and we want to recognize whether s/he is
the already-registered user A, user B, or somebody else, then
our “frame of discernment” about this person is:
EQ.1
Θ = { A, B, { A, B}, {somebody else}}
meaning s/he is “user-A”, “user-B”, “either user-A or
user-B”, or “neither user-A nor user-B, must be somebody
else”1.
Each sensor, sensor Si for example, will contribute its
observation by assigning its beliefs over Θ. This assignment
function is called the “probability mass function” of the
sensor Si, denoted by mi. So, according to sensor Si’s
observation, the probability that “the detected person is user
A” is indicated by a “confidence interval”
EQ.2
[Beliefi(A), Plausibilityi(A)]
The lower bound of the confidence interval is the belief
confidence, which accounts for all evidence Ek that supports
the given proposition “user A”:
EQ.3
Beliefi(A) = ∑ mi ( E k ) .
Ek ⊆ A

The upper bound of the confidence interval is the
plausibility confidence, which accounts for all the
observations that do not rule out the given proposition:
Plausibilityi(A) = 1 − ∑ mi ( Ek ) .
EQ.4
Ek ∩ A=φ

For each possible proposition (e.g., user-A), DempsterShafer theory gives a rule of combining sensor Si’s
observation mi and sensor Sj’s observation mj:
∑ mi ( Ek ) m j ( Ek′ )
(mi ⊕ m j )( A) =

Ek ∩ Ek ′ = A

1−

∑ mi ( Ek ) m j ( Ek′ )

.

EQ.5

Ek ∩ Ek ′ =φ

1
This may be a “null” item, set to zero, to mean this situation is out of the
question. We discuss this in the context of normalization later.

This combining rule can be generalized by iteration: if we
treat mj not as sensor Sj’s observation, but rather as the
already combined (using Dempster-Shafer combining rule)
observation of sensor Sk and sensor Sl.
Compared with Bayesian theory, the Dempster-Shafer
theory of evidence feels closer to our human perception and
reasoning processes. Its capability to assign uncertainty or
ignorance to propositions is a powerful tool for dealing with
a large range of problems that otherwise would seem
intractable.
2.3. Further Push: Weighted Dempster-Shafer Evidence
Combination Rules
Implementation of equation EQ.5, the Dempster-Shafer
combination rule, implies that we trust sensor Si and Sj
equally. This “equally trusting” approach can cause problems
if our sensor fusion system is not properly designed. One
often quoted example is that combining Dr. A’s “disease I
with 99% confidence and disease II with 1% confidence”
judgment with Dr. B’s “disease III with 99% confidence and
disease II with 1% confidence” judgment will lead to a
conclusion of “disease II”, which common sense says is
unlikely to be true.
The “equally trusting” approach in Dempster-Shafer
evidence combination is suitable only for situations when
both observations have the same accuracy estimates or in
situations where their probability assignments over the frame
of discernment can quantitatively reflect the ignorance going
with their observations.
Because Dempster-Shafer theory are often used to deal
with problems that the classical Bayesian method cannot deal
with, e.g., due to lack of proved probability distribution
model or due to unavailability of accurate mathematical
analysis, in many systems using Dempster-Shafer theory, the
“probability” numbers are in fact simply assigned by expert
opinion [8].
In the process of building a generalizable sensor fusion
architecture working with sensors of different accuracy, it is
often difficult to require all sensor Widgets correctly to report
their observation accuracy along with appropriate ignorance
estimation. To approach this problem, we propose a new
concept for a “weighted Dempster-Shafer evidence
combining rule”. The basic idea is this: suppose we know
how a sensor performs historically in similar situations; we
can then use the historically-estimated correctness rate as the
reference to decide how much we trust the sensor’s current
estimation from its current observation.
Let mi be sensor Si’s observation, and let wi be its
corresponding estimation correctness rate in history; let mj be
sensor Sj’s observation, and let wj be its corresponding
estimation correctness rate in history. Then, our weighted
Dempster-Shafer
evidence
combination
rule
—
generalization of equation EQ.5 — becomes:

(mi ⊕ m j )( A) =

∑ [w m ( E ) ⋅ w

Ek ∩ Ek ′ = A

1−

i

i

k

∑ [φw m ( E

Ek ∩ Ek ′ =

i

i

k

j

m j ( Ek ′ )]

EQ.6

) ⋅ w j m j ( Ek ′ )]

We choose the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence
algorithm as of our baseline for sensor fusion approach
because of its flexibility and its intuitive reasoning style. We
modify the evidence combination rule pragmatically to
handle cases of sensors in which we hand unequal
confidence. The following section describes a case study
using the Dempster-Shafer approach in our sensor fusion
architecture.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND DATA ANALYSIS
Our first attempt to implement the idea of a generalizable
sensor fusion framework is through using software agents to
simulate sensors’ interaction with their Interface Widgets.
The software-simulated video and sound sensors read in prerecorded data and submit reports to the system Sensor Fusion
Mediator as if they were generated in real time. The original
data were used in [4], which reports observations of four
conference-meeting participants’ focus of attention.
3.1. Experiments of Tracking Meeting-Participants’ Focus of
Attention
As shown in Figure 2, an omni-directional camera set at
the middle of a conference table was used to capture the
activities of the four participants in a meeting. With the omnicamera’s panoramic video image sequences, a skin-colorbased face detector [6] was used to detect the face location
and then the participant’s head pose was estimated from the
perspective user views via neural network algorithms. Along
with the recording of panoramic video sequences, there was
one microphone in front of each participant to record who
was speaking at that moment.
Assuming that participant S’s focus of attention is on
another participant T, then S’s head pose would pan towards
T, with the pan angle following a Gaussian distribution. From
previous statistical observation data, the pan-angle Gaussian
model parameters were first calculated (prior probability
given focus of attention is already known). Then, given pan
angle observation in real time (PanS) the posterior probability
of S’s focus of attention on T
EQ.7
P(FocS = T | PanS)
was derived using Bayes formula [4]. For each participant
S, the probabilities of S’s focus of attention being on each of
the other participants Ti were calculated.
For a system with video input only, the participant Tj with
the biggest measured probability would be deemed to have
S’s focus of attention.

For all participants in the meeting, the information
regarding how likely it was for person S to look at one of the
others, Ti, based on who was/were speaking, ( A, a vector
that indicates four participants’ talking status) was collected
and tabulated. Then, not only regarding who was/were
speaking at the current moment (At), but also regarding the
status tracing back a short-time in history (At-1, At-2, …, At-n),
this information was used to predicate participant S’s focus of
attention on one of the other participants T as:
EQ.8
(FocS = T | At, At-1, …, At-n).
For a system with audio input only, the participant Ti with
the biggest probability number would be deemed to have S’s
focus of attention.

P (Pan S = Pan, At , At −1 ,..., At −n | Foc S = Ti )
= P (Pan S = Pan | Foc S = Ti ) ⋅
P ( At , At −1 ,..., At −n | Foc S = Ti )

∑ P(PanS = Pan | FocS = Tl )P( At , At −1 ,..., At −n | Foc = Tl ) =
l

EQ.10

[∑ P(PanS = Pan | FocS = T j )][∑ P( At , At −1 ,..., At −n | Foc = Tk )]
j

k

EQ.11
The posterior probability EQ.8 can be rewritten as:
PS (Ti ) = PS − prior (Ti ) ⋅
P ( Pan S = Pan | Foc S = Ti )
⋅
∑ P ( Pan S = Pan | Foc S = T j )
j

P ( A t , A t −1 ,..., A t − n | Foc S = Ti )
∑ P ( A t , A t −1 ,..., A t − n | Foc S = Tk )
k

Figure 2. Settings of four users in meeting viewed from the omni
camera set at the center of the table.

3.2. Sensor Fusion Case-Study: Theoretical Comparison
between Dempster-Shafer and Bayesian Method
Given both the video and audio observation reports, the
system Sensor Fusion Mediator’s task is to intelligently
combine the two inputs to generate a better focus of attention
estimation. To obtain a baseline for comparison, let us first
check how the classical Bayesian sensor fusion method
would deal with this problem.
Let PS-prior(Ti) and PS(Ti) be the prior and posterior (given
the omni camera’s observation PanS = Pan and the
microphones’ observation At, At-1, …, At-n) probability that
person S’s focus of attention is likely on the person Ti
respectively. Then the Bayesian sensor fusion inference
method will conclude that:
PS (Ti ) =

PS − prior (Ti ) P(Pan S = Pan, A t , A t −1 ,..., A t − n | Foc S = Ti )

∑ P(Pan

S

= Pan, A t , A t −1 ,..., A t − n | Foc S = Tl )

l

EQ.9
In the case that the camera and microphone sensor
observations are independent conditionally on S’s true focusof-attention FocS=Ti:

EQ.12
Notice that the second and third item on the right side of
equation EQ.12 are posterior probability of camera-only and
microphones-only observation. Furthermore, comparing
Dempster-Shafer evidence combination rule EQ.5 with this
implementation, it can be concluded that the DempsterShafer theory of evidence actually reduces to Bayesian
inference without a priori knowledge. This happens only
under the conditions that (1) the sensors’ observation are
independent conditionally on the focus-of-attention grand
truth; and (2) in the cases where the sensors’ observation
reports do not include non-zero probability assigned to any
proposition union (such as {Ti, Tj}).
Careful examination will also lead to a very interesting
discovery: the weights wi and wj in our weighted DempsterShafer evidence combination rule EQ.6 correspond
conceptually to the prior probability PS-prior(Ti) in Bayesian
rule EQ.12, which just confirms that, assuming the system
behavior is time-invariant stochastic process, its historical
probability distribution is a priori estimation in the Bayesian
inference rule.
3.3. Experimental Data Analysis
In the baseline work [4], a weighted linear sum method
was used to combine probabilities as:
P(FocS = T) = (1-α)P(FocS = T | PanS) +
αP(FocS = T | At, At-1, …, At-n)
EQ.13
Here four more experiments’ data with the baseline
method, the standard Dempster-Shafer method and the
weighted Dempster-Shafer method sensor fusion results are
shown in Table 1.
In the Table 1, the “valid frames” indicates the number of
frames that both video and audio sensors have valid
estimations regarding the person’s focus-of-attention in the
experiment. The “audio correct” and “video correct” columns

show percentages of correct estimations with audio-only and
video-only sensors’ contribution respectively.

4. CONCLUSION AND AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Table 1. Meeting participants' focus-of-attention estimation accuracy

Table 1 summarizes that, for this meeting participants’
focus-of-attention analysis application example, sensor
fusion using either probability linear combination method,
Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence combination method, or
the weighted Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence
combination method shows a noticeable overall estimation
accuracy improvement over any single sensor modality, but
all three sensor fusion methods have very similar
performance.
Now notice that these sensor fusion performances are
measured under the conditions where both microphones’
“who have been talking” observation and camera’s head-pose
observation give valid focus-of-attention estimations. From
the fact that valid frame number for each meeting participant
varies substantially in one experimental data set, it seems that
our generalizable sensor fusion architecture will achieve
much higher performance improvement in real applications if
our sensor fusion mediator is able to correctly detect the
validity of the sensors’ output in real time. Our preliminary
evidence supports this capability.
In continuing research, we are experimenting with
integrating a larger number of sensors in a dynamic
configuration. As a theoretically-generalized Bayesian
inference method, or as an advanced extension of the
canonical Bayesian theory, we expect the Dempster-Shafer
theory of evidence algorithm, especially our proposed
implementation of weighted Dempster-Shafer evidence
combination rule, to demonstrate performance enhancement
with such situations.

Experiment
Aufnahme2

Experiment
Set6

Experiment
Set5

Experiment Set2

person

valid audio video
frames correct correct

linear
weighted
DS
sum
DS
correct
correct
correct

#0

1229

55.6% 70.5% 70.1% 70.0%

71.4%

#1

1075

61.5% 66.2% 69.8% 70.0%

69.4%

#2

1098

66.1% 78.3% 80.2% 80.8%

80.2%

#3

991

68.8% 60.3% 65.6% 66.6%

70.0%

#0

768

73.8% 74.4% 76.8% 77.0%

77.0%

#1

956

67.6% 68.5% 72.0% 72.3%

72.1%

#2

1006

73.2% 83.0% 84.1% 84.2%

83.9%

#3

929

53.3% 67.9% 75.7% 76.9%

73.2%

#0

799

59.1% 70.6% 71.2% 71.5%

71.0%

#1

751

63.3% 84.6% 85.5% 85.8%

85.2%

#2

827

57.4% 82.2% 83.3% 84.3%

83.4%

#3

851

60.8% 80.6% 81.9% 82.3%

81.7%

#0

653

73.2% 84.2% 85.0% 85.0%

84.2%

#1

653

57.3% 53.5% 54.2% 54.2%

54.5%

#2

681

72.7% 65.6% 69.5% 69.3%

70.3%

#6

435

85.3% 75.6% 78.2% 78.4%

79.8%

13702 64.6% 72.8% 75.8% 75.4%

75.4%

summary

The “linear sum correct” column shows the focus-ofattention estimation correctness rate with the sensor fusion
algorithm that uses weighted probability linear combination
method of equation EQ.13, with parameter α = 0.5. It can be
seen that though not true in every case, overall, the linearly
combined estimation accuracy is better than the results of
using only one kind of sensors.
Using Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence algorithm
(equation EQ.5) to implement sensor fusion, which is
actually reduced to classical Bayesian method2, the results is
very close to that of linear combination method as shown in
the “DS correct” column in Table 1.
Finally, the “weighted DS correct” column in Table 1
shows the estimation correctness rate resulting from using
weighted Dempster-Shafer evidence combination rule EQ.6
to fuse the audio and video inputs.

2

As described in the Section 0, here, the audio and video sensor observations
are assumed conditionally independent and they only give non-union
proposition probability distribution estimations.
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